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Revealing tricks, secrets and methods to getting someone found with concise directions from a

seasoned skip tracer providing an advantage with big results. Invaluable tactics delve into

information and resources not available in any other book. Tools that streamline the process to find

the person that you are hunting. For process servers, recovery agents, collectors and attorneys;

experienced and beginners alike. Investigative specialists will appreciate compilation of sites with

direct easy-access links taking you to the front page of the best skip tracing tools found today.
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I am not one of those reviewers who gives a bunch of stars just because I paid for and read a book;

I was impressed by Valerie McGilvrey, the book is actually full of useful, real life tips and tricks.

Granted, based on the book alone I wouldn't think she was as good as I am at finding skips, but

then, I wouldn't exactly publish half the stuff I've resorted to, so who knows, maybe she really is

better than me. I know I learned a few things from reading her book. :)

Thank you Valerie for respecting my time with short concise information. Hundred of up to date tips

on internet searches. Author also included a free book with the shipment. I now have a lot more

weapons to run down debtors.

Not a bad book, but I didn't find much information in it that was very secret either. Overall, not

disappointed I bought it, but wasn't as good as I'd hoped either.



Smartest book I have read in a long time. Valerie has a great way to explain and relate to the

audience. It is obvious that Valerie McGilvrey is in the business. These secrets can be used in many

areas outside of skip tracing. I enjoyed the book and the way the writer presented it. Highly

recommend.

I never knew what skip tracing was until I read this book. The first chapter explains what a skip

tracer is in detail before going into details on how to become one yourself, which is very useful. The

author explains very well how to locate debtors without harassing them and on how to stay within

the confines of hte law. Useful resources on that you can use which are free or low cost are also

presented. I also like her personal stories. The book is well-organized as the author separates the

various tips into chapters: using social media, military records, free databases, etc. to locate

debtors. She even covers how to get started and possible licensing you might need if you want to

start your own skip tracing business. A good and informative book if you are looking into this career.

highly rec recommend.

If your new to skip tracing this is a decent book to give you some ideas. If your even a novice you

already know all of this. Nothing new and the author did not give away any trade secrets.

It was helpful, but it was mostly about how to repossess cars using skip tracing. I would have liked

more information on other kinds of skip tracing.

Informative. More of an overview of the process than a detailed book.
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